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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2022157298A1] A furniture element which has an outer structure and an inner structure, which is mounted such that it can be moved
relative to the outer structure by means of a translatory/rotary bearing (20) comprising two plates containing raceways, in which rolling bodies are
guided, each structure having a bottom panel and a top panel as well as at least one side wall (1), which connects the bottom panel (2, 5) and the
top panel (4, 6) to one another, is realized by the following features: there is arranged between the top panel (4) of the outer structure and the top
panel (6) of the inner structure, and/or between the bottom panel (2) of the outer structure and the bottom panel (5) of the inner structure, a guide
bearing having at least one curved guide path (8), which is provided in one of the top panels (4, 6) and/or bottom panels (2, 5), and having a guide
element (18), which is guided in the guide path (8) and is arranged on the other top panel (4, 6) and/or bottom panel (2, 5), and the guide bearing
also has a linear guide (9), which has connection parts which can be displaced relative to one another and of which one is arranged on the one top
panel (4) and the other is mounted on the other top panel (6), and/or the one connection part is arranged on the one bottom panel (2) and the other
is mounted on the other bottom panel (5), and the translatory/rotary bearing (20) is positioned between the bottom panels (2, 5) when the guide
bearing is arranged between the top panels (4, 6), and is positioned between the top panels (4, 6) when the guide bearing is arranged between the
bottom panels (2, 5).
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